
Type of Position:

Replacement

Instructional Outlook Report (All positions that are not replacements) 

Emergency (If accepted these will become one-year temporary positions)

Legally mandated or required.                YES NO   If yes, please explain below. 

1. Justify the need for this position based on your Program Review and/or the Data Sheet provided by the PRIE Office, including

2. Justify this position based on our community, projected demographic change, workforce and community need.

Faculty Hire Proposal Form
SCHOOL/DIVISION:      

POSITION:

success rates, retention rates, full-time and part-time faculty counts, and equity data.  *Also address the separate
curriculum compliance data provided in the Excel sheet.

Has the position been filled by FT 
Temp in 22-23?  YES NO   If yes, name:

Announced by Sept. 30 YES NO

This section to be completed by the dean:

Who is being replaced with this position? 
(Must have been FT Tenure Track faculty counted in Fall 2021)

https://go.boarddocs.com/ca/yosemite/Board.nsf/files/CJGULP7C9A83/$file/Instructional%20Outlook%20Report%202022-23.pdf


promotion, previous emergency hire).

4. Include other elements from Program Review and/or the IOR Priorities to justify this position.

3. Justify the significance and role of this position in terms of completion of Certificates, Associate Degrees, majors,

* Programs involving non-instructional functions can also use collegewide-numbers, guided pathways data, state
requirements or best practices, etc. to make their case understood.

student success, transfers, job attainment, and advancement.  Counseling and library continue to contribute to college-wide 
numbers so they can use the college-wide data set.*

5. Is there a history of this position that the HPC should be aware of? (e.g. Previously ranked but not hired, lateral move,
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	DATAjustification: In the 2020-21 academic year the average class size in Dance was 21.89 and in 2021-22 it was 25.94. Unsurprisingly, remote education during the COVID 19 pandemic depressed enrollment, particularly during the heart of the pandemic. Most dance curriculum for majors was heavily effected without the ability to work together and without any performances. By 2021-22 Dance averaged just under that average class size of the college.  In 2020-21 the success rates for Dance courses were 71.31% for females and 69.57% for males, higher than the college average.  In 2021-22 retention rate for females was 86.62% and the success rate was 81.69%, over 5.5% and 12.5% higher than the college averages respectively. However, the retention rate for males trailed significantly and the success rate was 6.5% lower in 2021-22, prior to a full return to campus. Retention and Success by Ethnicity can be difficult to interpret because this is a relatively small program and many students take more than one offering.  In 2021-22 success rates for White and Hispanic students were over 14% higher than the college average. The only two other ethnicities represented, African American and Filipino were over 20% lower and 14.5% respectively, dynamics likely due to small populations. All Dance curriculum is up to date and in compliance. While part-time instructors are sometimes available in the area, the program's success and potential growth have been significantly effected by the lack of available, qualified faculty.
	CommNeed: Dance education and performance has a deep history in the Central Valley since 2001. In 2015 MJC began offering an AA Degree in Dance. The MJC Dance program trains dancers, choreographers, arts adminstrators and dance teachers. Many MJC alumni are working as 8-12th Grade Dance Educators employed by Modesto City and Ceres School District.  Best Universities recently ranked the MJC Dance program 5th nationally, stating that the program has been a top 10% program in CA and AZ for over 13 years, and cited a median income of $70,000.  MJC's Dance program produces the annual Jam n Jive Show, which is part of the programs community outreach mission. This involves bringing in 8 local high school dance programs to our campus to perform. Fall 2022 brought in 150 outside local high school dancers that shared the stage with the MJC Perceptions and Innovate Dance Company that performed for over 2,500 community members. This program thrives in serving the community and college by bringing people to campus. The dance program works with the Gallo Arts Center in offering professional master classes for no fee to make dance education accessible to MJC Students. MJC Dance is a member of the American College Dance Association the only national collegiate organization for college dance. MJC Dance participates in this organizations annual competition and has ranked in the top 10 % in 2022, 2021, 2019, 2017 and 2012.  In 2017 MJC Dance was 1 of 6 colleges out of 400 college programs across the U.S. to be invited to perform a work by Prof. Davis for a week at the prestigious Jacob Pillow in Becket 
	LegallyMandated: LegallyMandatedNO
	Text3: Dance, West Campus
	Schools/Areas: [Art, Performance, & the Humanities]
	Which Position: 
	Text4: Dance has always been limited in capacity by the number of qualified part-time instructors it can recruit. Prior to the pandemic and at it's height, Dance was able to offer classes and performances in the PAC on east Campus and in Cabaret West in the El Capitan Building on West Campus.  This position would revitalize the Dance program on west Campus, better serves majors and MJC students primarily taking coursework on West Campus.  
	Text7: The program in Dance are offered for transfer and transfer preparation through general education offerings, and so contributes to the colleges targets in the Student Centered Funding Formula. The data sheet lists Dance as 33.3% full-time and 66.7% part-time. The part-time and overload offering exceed an FTEF qualifying it for the supplanting IOR priority. Kim Davis has expressed a strong desire to reduce overload to accommodate the load of a new full-time Dance instructor. Dance also contributed to our EMP priorities as  program components transform lives by developing a solid rehearsal and performance discipline for aspiring student performers, choreographers, and teachers.  The program supports a student focused culture by providing opportunities for majors and non-majors to collaborate on an artistic production. It is also a nationally ranked program and MJC Dance and its students are award winners.  These provided excellence in teaching and learning and student focused education and support that leads to completion.
	Text6: In 2021-22 Dance had 58 declared majors, with 10 AA completions.  The data sheet shows only 2 completions in 2020-21during the initial COVID shutdown, but the CCCCO's Datamart show 6 completions in each of the  2018-19, 2019-20, and 2020-21 academic years.  A second full-time position would allow the program to offer a stable schedule of classes, ensuring easy coursework pathways for students that could speed more students to completion. This is primarily a transfer program, and Best Universities  cited a median income of $70,000. Program profile research form the department also demonstrated straight to the workplace opportunities self-enrichment teachers, earning from $20,000-40,000 and recreational therapists and choreographers, making $40,000-60,000, along side the higher paying jobs cited by Best Universities.  This position would also bring performing arts classes ans productions to West campus, revitalizing the program at Cabaret West and offering important acitivities area courses for our local GE pattern. 
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